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Abstract

The feature size of patterns obtained by electron beam lithography (EBL) depends critically on resist properties, beam parameters, development process, and instrument limitations. Frozen layers of simple organic molecules such as n-alkanes behave as negative tone resists for EBL. With the unique advantage of an in-situ thermal treatment replacing chemical development, the entire lithographic process can be performed within a single instrument, thus removing the influence of chemical developers on the feature
size. By using an environmental transmission electron microscope, we can also minimize the influence of instrumental limitations and explore the fundamental link between resist characteristics and feature size. Our results reveal that the onset dose of organic ice resists correlates with the inverse molecular weight, and that in the thermal development the role of change in solubility of polymers is mirrored in a shift in the solid/vapour critical temperature of organic ices. With a 0.4 pA beam current we obtained 4.5 nm, 5.5 nm, 8.5 nm, lines with frozen octane, undecane, and tetradecane, respectively, consistent with the predictions of a model we developed that links beam profile and feature size. The knowledge acquired on the response of small organic molecules to electron irradiation, combined with the flexibility and operational advantages of using them as qualified EBL resists, provide us with new opportunities for the design and production of nanodevices, and broadens the reach of EBL especially towards biological applications.
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During the last 50 years electron beam lithography (EBL) has advanced significantly, and can now deliver structures that are just a few nanometers in size. EBL is used in many research areas such as advanced electronics, quantum computing, nanophotonics, 2D material devices, optomechanical and nanofluidics systems. EBL is also expanding into the patterning of biomolecules, with potential applications ranging from tissue engineering, to drug delivery, to fabrication of biosensors and bio-interfaces for diagnostics and cell stimulation. An emerging trend in many application fields is three-dimensional (3D) device fabrication. To satisfy the broad range of practical demands, new resist materials and approaches to
electron-beam (e-beam) based nanopatterning are being considered\textsuperscript{13,14}. In this perspective, we have recently introduced the concept of Organic Ice Resists (OIR)\textsuperscript{15}. Instead of conventional spin-coating and chemical development, we first freeze simple organic molecules at cryogenic temperature (Figure 1a,b), and then expose them to a focused electron beam (Figure 1c), leading to crosslinking of the molecules (Figure 1d). After thermal development by heating the sample, light molecules will leave the substrate while heavily crosslinked molecules within the exposure area are solidified (Figure 1e,f). Therefore, these organic materials can act as negative-tone resists in EBL. Repeated condensation–exposure cycles yielding 3D layered structures can be efficiently fabricated \textit{in a single instrument}\textsuperscript{16,17}. The use of biocompatible organic materials and the chemical-free development process could potentially make OIR-based lithography (OIRL) the most convenient method for nanofabrication of bio-devices. Finally, OIRL handles easily substrates with complex morphologies (for example, a thin microporous Si$_3$N$_4$ membrane\textsuperscript{15}). Since the resist material condenses from vapor, it can be uniformly deposited on porous, grooved and curved surfaces \textit{in a single step}. This is particularly important for nanofluidic applications, and is currently beyond the reach of conventional EBL or nanoimprint patterning protocols\textsuperscript{18}.

In this work, we take the first steps towards a deeper understanding of the principles behind e-beam exposure of organic ices, and of the role played by the thermal development. Acquiring knowledge on the radiation chemistry processes driving the OIR exposure mechanism, and on how it relates to the characteristics of the patterns, is crucial for identifying the optimal organic material, lithographic protocol and control over the structures’ functionality in view of specific applications. The fundamental question we address here is what controls the feature size achievable in OIRL, and how it relates to the initial molecular weight of the chosen organic compound. For this purpose, we have chosen to pattern the smallest and the simplest organic molecules with suitable freezing points: linear hydrocarbons octane C$_8$H$_{18}$, undecane C$_{11}$H$_{24}$, and tetradecane C$_{14}$H$_{30}$ (Figure 1g). These molecules have a simple linear structure with only C-C and C-H bonds. Therefore, we expect their molecular weight to be the key parameter determining the patterned feature size.
To minimize the influence of instrumental limitations on the feature size, for example a broad beam spot and optics instabilities, we used an environmental transmission electron microscope (ETEM)\textsuperscript{19} equipped with a gas cell and a cryo-holder to condense OIR on a 5-nm thick Si$_3$N$_4$ membrane, and operated at 80 keV. Images of the resulting OIR patterns were obtained in-situ, immediately after the substrate was heated. The microscope optics allowed us to change the e-beam current continuously and independently from the beam spot size. The spot size in a TEM operated in scanning mode is controlled by the C2 (second condenser) aperture and by the excitation of the objective lens, situated below. The beam current is set by adjusting the strength of the lenses above the C2 aperture, which disperses and condenses the illumination on it, thereby changing the number of electrons passing through without affecting the spot size. Therefore, we could set a small beam spot (~1 nm) and study the patterned linewidth as function of dose. The beam current was measured using a calibrated CCD camera by counting the total number of electrons detected over a given exposure time. This is equivalent to measuring the current by a Faraday cup. The experimental setup and procedure are described in detail in the Supporting Information. Figure 1h shows a simplified diagram of the phase transitions occurring during the OIRL process. First, an organic vapor is condensed into an amorphous ice layer at temperature $T_{LN2}$. Then, electron beam irradiation initiates the breakdown of chemical bonds of the original molecules, leading to their subsequent crosslinking. After crosslinking, the irradiated region has a larger average molecular weight and thus higher sublimation temperature $T_{sub}$. After heating to temperature $T_h$, all molecules with $T_{sub}>T_h$ remain on the substrate. We do not observe any liquid phase present after heating. However, it is possible that they could form and evolve during heating (not shown in Figure 1h). The final products of the OIRL process are hydrogen containing carbonaceous structures, which are non-volatile, chemically inert and very stable at ambient conditions\textsuperscript{15}. 
Figure 1. Organic ice resists lithography and interactions between electron beam and ice resists. (a) A layer of deposited amorphous organic ice (light blue) on a cold substrate surface and (b) an illustration of its cross sectional view. (c) Exposing the ice layer to a focused electron beam (green) with a Gaussian profile leads to (d) crosslinking of the molecules. The electron beam current density decreases gradually from the center (dark green) out to the periphery (light green), and the degree of crosslinking depends on the received dose. The dash-dot lines represent the borders within which organic ice receives enough dose to form a non-volatile product at $T_h$. (e) The solidified line pattern (dark blue) that remains within the scanned area after heating the sample to temperature $T_h$ (40 °C). (f) The approximate cross-sectional profile of the line pattern (shaded area). The pattern thickness is proportional to the number of molecules crosslinked enough to become non-volatile at $T_h$. (g) Molecular dimensions of the linear hydrocarbons octane $C_8H_{18}$, undecane $C_{11}H_{24}$, and tetradecane $C_{14}H_{30}$. (h) Simplified phase diagram underpinning the OIRL process.
After testing and adjusting the deposition parameters, we deposited a thin (12–15 nm) layer of ice and found the patterning conditions that delivered the smallest linewidths. Figure 2 shows parallel lines patterned on octane (a-c), undecane (d-f) and tetradecane (g-i) using beam currents $I_0L$ of 0.4 pA (a, d, g), 0.66 pA (b, e, h) and 1.6 pA (c, f, g), and dwell time per dot $\tau_L=10$ ms. The line dose is defined as $D=I_0L\tau_L/\Delta x_L$, where $\Delta x_L=L/N$, $L=360$ nm is the length of the line, $N=100$ is the number of dots. We carefully estimated the linewidths from bright-field TEM images by fitting the out-of-focus intensity profile with an analytical model for a Gaussian weak phase object. Details on linewidth estimation from TEM images are discussed in the Supporting Information. In our previous work\textsuperscript{15}, we characterized the resulting patterns with Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) and Electron Energy-Loss (EELS) spectroscopies. EDX showed only presence of carbon, and the EELS carbon K-edge had the typical shape of hydrogenated carbon in an amorphous environment. Hydrogenated carbon produces a weak contrast in TEM and is prone to beam damage, which leads to carbon sputtering and thinning of structures. To minimize damage and increase the contrast, we imaged the structure under-focus at low-dose.

The experimental data show two trends: 1) the linewidth decreases with the beam current (line dose) (Figure 2 j), and 2) for a fixed beam current (line dose), the linewidth decreases with the decreasing initial molecular weight of the precursor (Figure 2k). The smallest linewidth of 4.5 nm was achieved on octane using a beam current of 0.4 pA (Figure 2a).
Figure 2. Parallel lines patterned on octane (a)-(c), undecane (d)-(f) and tetradecane (g)-(i) OIRs using beam currents 0.4 pA (a, d, g), 0.66 pA (b, e, h) and 1.6 pA (c, f, g). Patterning parameters: line length \(L=360\) nm, dwell time per dot \(\tau_d=10\) ms, number of dots \(N=100\). 

Line dose is defined as \(D=I_0L/\Delta x\), where \(I_0\) is the beam current, \(\Delta x=L/N\). Bottom row: Average linewidths of the patterned structures plotted as a function of (j) beam current and (k) OIR precursor molecular length.
Figure 3. Contrast curves for (a) octane, (b) undecane and (c) tetradecane OIRs. (d) Onset dose ($D_0$) dependence on OIR molecular weight. The pattern thickness is normalized to the thickness of a highly exposed area. Contrast $\gamma = 1/\log_{10}(D^*/D_0)$, where $D_0$ and $D^*$ are determined by extrapolating the linear portion of the contrast curve to 0 and 100%, respectively. $D_{sat}$ represents a saturation dose. Blue arrows in (a, b) highlight a visible change of slope in the contrast curve.
To gain insight into the exposure mechanism of organic ices, we acquired a set of contrast curves (Figure 3a-c) for the three compounds examined. We patterned 500x500 nm² squares with a beam current of 3 pA. Patterning was carried out by obtaining a 1024x1024 pixels STEM image in the ETEM. The dose was controlled by changing the dwell time per pixel in the range 0.5–400 µs. The curves shown in Figure 3 are plotted as a function of area dose defined as $D = I_0 A \tau_\alpha / (\Delta x_\alpha)^2$, where $I_0$ is the beam current, $\tau_\alpha$ is the dwell time per dot and $\Delta x_\alpha = 500/1024$ nm = 0.49 nm is the pixel size. The thickness of the exposed square was estimated with the log-ratio method using electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS). The pattern thickness is normalized to the thickness of a highly exposed area, which is estimated to be ~50 nm from collapsed features. The contrast curves are characterized by an onset dose $D_O$, below which no organic product remains after development, a saturation dose $D_{sat}$, after which the thickness of the pattern does not increase further, and a contrast, defined as $\gamma = 1 / \log_{10}(D*/D_O)$. $D_O$ and $D*$ are determined by extrapolating the linear portion of the contrast curve to 0 and 100%, respectively. The comparison between the measured contrast curves reveals a key finding: the onset dose decreases significantly with increasing molecular weight (Figure 3d), and follows an inverse proportionality trend observed for much heavier polymers. The contrast also decreases with increasing molecular weight. It should be noted that the contrast of C₈H₁₈ and C₁₁H₂₄ ice resists are 1.62 and 1.43, respectively, and that of C₁₄H₃₀ is only 0.18, indicating that these linear hydrocarbons are low sensitivity resists, which may be unsuitable for dense patterns. The correlation of $D_{sat}$ with molecular weight is less obvious: it appears to decrease in undecane compared to octane, but then increases for tetradecane. The observed trends of onset dose, contrast and saturation dose for OIR are compared to polystyrene resists with different molecular weights in the Supporting Information (Figure S7), confirming that the trend in $D_{sat}$ is unusual.

In general, the linewidth and contrast curves obtained with negative EBL resists depend on many parameters such as resist material, exposure dose, beam size and energy, writing protocol and development process. However, two general trends are observed. First, high resolution resists require higher doses to achieve onset and saturation conditions. Second, with identical chemical structure and lithography protocol, resists...
with a lower molecular weight are expected to deliver smaller features. The resolution limit for individual features was studied on chain-structure polystyrene as a function of molecular weight\textsuperscript{21}. The dot diameter decreased from 25 to 10 nm with molecular weight decreasing from 17000 to 800 g/mol.

The conventional EBL process is based on the solubility variation of the irradiated region due to the change in molecular weight\textsuperscript{23}. In contrast, OIRL is based on the change in critical solid-(liquid)-vapor phase transition temperature $T_{cr}$. Figures 4a,b illustrate schematically how an OIR contrast curve would be generated. The black lines in Figure 4a represent the molecular weight distribution in OIR before ($f_0(M)$) and after ($f_{D1}(M)$, $f_{D2}(M)$, $f_{D3}(M)$) e-beam exposure for doses $D1$, $D2$, $D3$. $M_0$ is the initial molecular weight of the organic precursor. The red curve in Figure 4a represents the expected dependency of $T_{cr}$ on molecular weight, based on the melting points data for linear hydrocarbons\textsuperscript{25}. $M_{crit}$ marks the molecular weight above which the compound becomes non-volatile at temperature $T_h$. Exposing a hydrocarbon with initial molecular weight distribution $f_0(M)$ crosslinks the molecules and forms a new distribution $f_D(M)$. We expect the average molecular weight and the width of the distribution to increase with the dose. If the entire distribution $f_D(M)$ lies below a critical value $M_{crit}$, all molecules will leave the substrate after heating ($f_{D3}(M)$). This occurs at doses smaller than the onset dose $D_0$ (Figure 4b), where the OIR contrast curve is zero. Above $D_0$ and below $D_{sat}$, $M_{crit}$ lies somewhere within the distribution ($f_{D2}(M)$), and only the fraction of the molecules with $M>M_{crit}$ remains after development, producing the portion of the contrast curve in the range $D_0<D<D_{sat}$. Above the saturation dose ($D>D_{sat}$) the entire distribution $f_D(M)$ lies above $M_{crit}$, and all molecules remain after sublimation. This description implies that organic precursors with larger initial molecular weight require less crosslinking events, and therefore lower doses, to cross the $M_{crit}$ threshold and form a $T_h$-stable product. This behavior should manifest in lower onset and saturation doses (Figure 4c). For smaller molecules ($M_0'$, Figure 4c), these doses are higher. Experimental contrast curves (Figure 3a-c) show that it is indeed the case for the onset doses.
However, two features of the experimental contrast curves cannot be explained solely by the simple mechanism described above: the trend of saturation doses, and the change in slope observed for octane at ~70 mC/cm² and for undecane at ~30 mC/cm² (marked with blue arrows in Figure 3a,b). These observations suggest that the change in $T_{cr}$ from the exposure may not be uniquely defined by a change of molecular weight, and that some other factor may be in play that influences the shape of the contrast curves. Aside from molecular weight, the physical properties of organic compounds, including critical temperatures, depend on intermolecular forces, which in turn depend on molecular symmetry and architecture\textsuperscript{26,27}. For example, linear n-octane has a melting point $T_m$=-57 °C. Its isomers 3-methylheptane and 2,5-dymethylhexane have lower melting points -122 °C and -93 °C, respectively. However, the octane isomer tetramethylbutane has a much higher melting point $T_m$=98 °C. This suggests that instead of a single threshold $M_{crit}$, we deal with a distribution of critical molecular weights applicable to various types of topologies of crosslinked structures. Consequently, the fraction of molecules remaining after heating depends both on the increase in average molecular weight and on the change in molecular shape. Achieving a deeper understanding of molecular shape evolution with dose and its effect on contrast curves requires separate investigations involving Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations.

However, our experimental observations clearly indicate that feature size and onset doses correlate with the initial precursor molecular weight. In order to understand better these correlations, we need to determine how the onset dose relates to the patterned linewidth. The characteristics of patterned features in the form of isolated dots or lines depend on the beam profile, especially on the beam tails where the dose rate (beam current density) drops. With a Gaussian beam, the onset dose determines the feature size as illustrated in Figure 5a. Away from the Gaussian center, the degree of crosslinking is not sufficient for the exposed ice to become non-volatile at heating temperature $T_h$. Precursors with higher onset doses $D_o$ will, therefore, result in smaller feature sizes.
Figure 4. OIR contrast curve formation by e-beam exposure and thermal development. (a) Left Y axis: molecular weight distribution in OIR before ($f_0(M)$) and after ($f_{D1}(M)$, $f_{D2}(M)$, $f_{D3}(M)$) e-beam exposure for doses $D1$, $D2$, $D3$. $M_0$ is the initial molecular weight of organic precursor. Right Y axis: critical temperature dependency on molecular weight. Molecular weight $M_{crit}$ defined as $T_{sub}(M_{crit})=T_h$. 
(b) Corresponding contrast curve: the normalized pattern thickness at a particular dose $D$ depends on the shape of the molecular weight distribution $f_D(M)$, and on how its position with respect to $M_{crit}$. (c) Contrast curves for two precursors with different initial molecular weights $M_0$ and $M'_0<M_0$. Organic ices with lower molecular weight require more crosslinking events to produce a non-volatile product, therefore their contrast curves have higher values of onset ($D'_0>D_0$) and saturation doses ($D'_sat>D_{sat}$).
We consider a primary electron beam with a Gaussian profile, peak beam current density $j_0$ and beam radius $R_p$:

$$j_p(r) = j_0 e^{-\frac{r^2}{2R_p^2}}. \quad (1)$$

We expect crosslinking to occur mainly due to secondary electrons (SEs) for two reasons: i) we pattern a thin layer on a very thin substrate with 80 keV electrons, making the influence of backscattered electrons negligible; ii) any relevant inelastic cross section from 80 keV primaries is negligible with respect to that at the energy range (<50 eV) of SEs, since the cross section drops with $1/E^{28}$. Even if the ~10000x drop in cross section may be partially offset if the effective yield of generated secondaries is below unity, the role of primaries in the exposure process may be safely neglected. Therefore, we assume that the electron flux driving the exposure process is

$$j_{SE}(r) = Yj_0 e^{-\frac{r^2}{2R_s^2}}, \quad (2)$$

where $Y$ is an effective yield of generated SEs, representing the statistical number of SEs generated per primary, and $R_s$ is the Gaussian radius of the spatial distribution of SEs, which we roughly expect to be $R_s \approx \sqrt{R_p^2 + \lambda^2}$, where $\lambda$ is the inelastic mean free path of SEs at their mean energy. Therefore, the dose received by the ice over a time interval $\tau$ as a function of position $r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}$ is

$$D_{SE}(r) = Yj_0 \tau e^{-\frac{r^2}{2R_s^2}}. \quad (3)$$

When patterning a line (Figure 5b) or an area with overlapping beams we need to consider the contribution from the exposure of neighboring dots. In the assumption $\Delta x \lesssim R_s$ (significant overlap) the dot dose in a line $D_l$ can be estimated as:
Following the same logic, dot dose in area is 

\[ D_{SE_A}(y) = Y j_{0A} \tau_L \left[ ... + e^{-\frac{y^2}{2R_s^2}} + e^{-\frac{(\Delta y)^2}{2R_s^2}} + \ldots \right] = Y j_{0L} \tau_L \left[ e^{-\frac{y^2}{2R_s^2}} + \sum_{i=-\infty}^{+\infty} e^{-\frac{(i\Delta y)^2}{2R_s^2}} \right] \approx Y j_{0L} \tau_L \left( \frac{\sqrt{2\pi R_s}}{\Delta x_L} \right) e^{-\frac{y^2}{2R_s^2}} \]

(4)

Following the same logic, dot dose in area is 

\[ D_{SE_A}(y) = Y j_{0A} \tau_A \left( \frac{\sqrt{2\pi R_s}}{\Delta x_A} \right)^2 \cdot J_{0L}, \tau_L, J_{0A}, \tau_A \text{ are primary beam current density, dwell time for line and area patterning, respectively.} \]

The patterned linewidth \( d = 2y_{DO} \) (Figure 5b) can be found by solving the equation 

\[ D_{SE_L}(y_{DO}) = (D_{SE})_0 = (D_{SE_A})_0 \]

(5)

Here \((j_{0A})_0, (\tau_A)_0, \text{ and } \Delta x_{AO}\) are area patterning parameters for the onset condition. As previously stated, the experimental onset dose \( D_O \) is defined as 

\[ D_O = \frac{I_{OA}(\tau_A)_0}{\Delta x_A} = \frac{I_{OA}(\tau_A)_0}{\Delta x_A} \cdot R \cdot R_s^2 \]

Therefore, the linewidth is expressed as:

\[ d = 2y_{DO} = 2\sqrt{2} R_s \sqrt{\log \left( \frac{I_{0L}(\tau_A)_0}{\sqrt{2\pi D_{DO}}} \right)} \]

(6)

We have used equation (6) as a model function to fit the experimental linewidths as a function of beam current (Figure 5c) with \( D_O \) and \( R_s \) as fit parameters. All three data sets were fitted simultaneously with \( R_s \) as a common/shared parameter. Onset doses determined from the fit follow the same trend as experimental ones. The observed systematic mismatch can be attributed to the fact that we excluded the likely \( R_s \) dependence on material and, as discussed, contributions from primary beam and other sources29.

The analysis of the experimental data and the model both suggest that a precursor with smaller molecular weight combined with a decrease in the line dose could produce sub-4 nm features. Indeed, by decreasing the beam current down to (0.21 pA) we patterned 3-nm lines on octane (see Supporting Information, Figure S5), which were, however, fragmented. This result indicates that the practical feature size limit is defined by stochastic effects30. By lowering the beam current we are decreasing the number of crosslinking events, but
in doing so we also enhance statistical fluctuations along the patterned line. These fluctuations result in line roughness and fragmentation and are the main factor controlling the ultimate feature size limit.

In conclusion, OIRL is a new approach to nanopatterning that works with small organic molecules, which are difficult to be accessed by other techniques. After e-beam irradiation, molecules within the exposed areas are crosslinked and their solid/vapor phase transition temperatures raises. Therefore, OIRL does not require chemical development and allows the removal of the unexposed molecules by heating. The technique has no limitation on what kind of substrates or functional substrates it can handle, and can be cycled in-situ to achieve direct 3D nanopatterning.

Aiming at achieving full control over the result of the exposure process in view of tuning its characteristics and properties, in this work we have taken a step towards understanding the physical and chemical processes occurring when OIRs are irradiated by an electron beam. To establish a link between resist characteristics and outcome of the OIRL process, we have patterned linear hydrocarbons of varying molecular weight. Our results show that OIR precursors with lower molecular weight produce smaller features under the same patterning conditions. We have successfully fabricated small continuous features down to 4.5 nm, and, more importantly, learned how to control the feature size by choosing a specific combination of beam and material parameters. With fixed beam parameters, the pattern size is primarily controlled by the onset dose, which we found to be inversely proportional to the precursor molecular weight. This trend, observed experimentally in polymer-based resists with much larger molecular weight, confirms that organic ices behave as regular negative tone resists, ensuring full compatibility of OIRL with existing lithographic protocols, while also opening new fields of application. Currently, we are focusing our efforts towards the use of OIRL in nanoscale additive manufacturing of functional materials, and biocompatible hydrogels for tissue engineering and soft robotics.
Figure 5. (a) Effect of Gaussian beam shape and the onset doses $D_0$ and $D_0'$ on the resulting isolated feature sizes $d_{dot}$ and $d_{dot}'$, respectively. (b) Effect of secondary electrons Gaussian beam shape and contribution from the exposure of neighboring pixels on the resulting line feature size. (c) Experimental values of linewidths as a function beam current $I_0$, fitted to Equation (6) with values of onset doses as parameters. Three datasets were fitted simultaneously with $R_0$ as common parameter.
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